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For staff use only:
Q9. [17 pts] Challenge Question (Multi-Agent Search)

Let's consider a game played on a board with $M$ rows. The maximizing agent (PacMax) has access to $N$ different types of pieces while the minimizing agent (PacAdv) has access to only one type of piece. At each round, the PacAdv puts one piece to the right end of a row. After that PacMax chooses a piece to put on the left side of that row.

Assume we run alpha-beta pruning on the game tree described above for one turn.

9.1) (2pts) If $M = 5$ and $N = 3$, then what are the upper and lower bounds on the number of leaf nodes we can prune?

9.2) (1pts) If we choose $M = 6$ and $N = 10$, then what is the upper bound on the number of leaf nodes pruned?

Now let's consider the following game tree:

9.3) (1pts) Assuming that we visit branches from left to right, if we perform alpha-beta pruning how many leaf nodes will be pruned?
9.4) (2pts) Now let's consider a slightly more involved case. For this part, assume again that children of maximizing nodes are visited from left to right. If we re-order the branches of minimizing nodes in order to maximize the number of leaf nodes pruned, what is the number of leaf nodes we can now prune? Assume that we do not prune on equality.

Consider the tree from Question 9.3, in which we have shuffled the leaf node values so that we check the least number of nodes. The structure of the tree remains unchanged. The new ordering of the leaf node values is $A, B, C, \ldots$, while in the previous question the ordering was $6, 10, \ldots$. Assume again that we do not prune on equality and that we traverse from left to right.

9.5) (2pts) Consider all these possible aforementioned orderings. Which of the following are the possible root node values?

A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
E. 6
F. 7
G. 8
H. 10

9.6) (3pts) If the value at the root is 4 for the new ordering then which of the following leaf nodes are going to have a value less than or equal to 5?

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D
E. E
F. F
G. G
H. H
I. I
J. J
K. K
L. None
Assume that PacMax knows PacAdv’s utility function but PacAdv does not know PacMax’s utility. Now PacMax is no longer interested in matching PacAdv’s move on the same row. On the contrary, Pacmax wants to put as many pieces on the board as possible. Find the PacAdv’s and PacMax’s utilities on the following tree. If there is a tie choose the leftmost branch. Hexagons denote when PacAdv is deciding, triangles denote Pacmax’s decision nodes and squares denote the leaf nodes. The format in all nodes is a tuple \((u_{\text{PacAdv}}, u_{\text{PacMax}})\), where \(u\) denotes the utility.

9.7) (2pts) Write down the utilities at node B as a tuple \(u_{\text{PacAdv},B}, u_{\text{PacMax},B}\).

9.8) (2pts) Write down the utilities at node C as a tuple \(u_{\text{PacAdv},C}, u_{\text{PacMax},C}\).

9.9) (2pts) Write down the utilities at node A as a tuple \(u_{\text{PacAdv},A}, u_{\text{PacMax},A}\).